
Big Sioux Rider’s Slider Contest & Jonez’n Party 

 

When?  Saturday, February 23rd @ 2 PM 

 

Where?  Backroom of Bak BMW KTM,  

1900 N, Business, US-75, Sioux City, IA 

 

What?  Read on for back history and a full 

explanation 

 

 

For a couple of decades the illustrious Steve Martin and his lovely wife Jo hosted a 

“Jonez’n Party” at their home.  Every February they would invite their motorcycling and 

wanna-be motorcycling friends to their home for an evening potluck.  Folks would then 

spend the evening eating and sharing photos, videos and stories about their past trips 

and jonez’n about plans for the coming year.  It was how most of us dealt with the 

winter blues and planned ahead for the next riding season.  As a club, we have decided 

change this up and to take it to the next level.  This year we are hosting the party at 

Bak’s and having a content.  It’s not a wet t-shirt contest, but a regular sort of contest 

anyone can win. 

 

Bring a creation of your making which can be put on a cocktail bun and called a 

sandwich to our Joses’n Party Slider Contest.  You can bring burgers, BBQ, loose meat, 

shredded chicken, tavern, or whatever you want to stick on a bun.  Everyone who shows 

up with enough to feed 30 or 40 judges gets in free.  If you don’t have a sandwich, 

admission will be $3 bucks to help cover expenses.  Everyone is a judge and gets to vote 

for their favorite.  The Club will supply baked beans, chips and plates for everyone, so 

contestants just need their slider entry and a way to serve them up!!  There will be 

coffee and a soda machine, otherwise bring your own beverages.  The best slider will 

get a nice cash prize from the club and $100 off a new bike along with the bragging 

rights.  Feel free to negotiate with Dave Bak for a sweeter deal. 

 

Bring your photos, magazines, youtube clips to share.  Dave will give a short 

presentation about new features and tech on the 2019 BMW and KTMs and riding gear. 

Everyone is welcome, so bring a friend or two.  You don’t need to a member - all riders, 

regardless of brand and riding style are welcome!! 


